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Words From The Hopi PeopleWords From The Hopi People

There is a river flowing very fast
It is so swift there are those who will be afraid
They will try to hold onto the shore
They will feel they are being torn apart
And will suffer greatly
Know that the river has a destination
The elders say we must let go of the shore
Push off into the middle of the river
And I say see who is in there with you and celebrate
At this time in history we are to take nothing personally
Least of all ourselves
For the moment we do our spiritual growth comes to a halt
The time of the lone wolf is over
Gather yourselves together, as we are tonight
Banish the word struggle from your attitude and vocabulary
All that we do now must be done in a sacred manner
And in celebration
We are the ones we are waiting for
Ahoy!



ConsciousnessConsciousness

What you pay attention to you become conscious of.

The definition of consciousness is the awareness of being 
aware.

CalendarsCalendars

Calendars are the absolute centre of any civilisations 
consciousness.

Everything that happens and how it is perceived is in relation to 
the calendar.

Calendars and ConsciousnessCalendars and Consciousness



Consciousness always has an orientation. 
In current civilisations it is in time and place.

Things to note:
Time is a consideration - it is flexible.
Time is an agreement between people - it is an abstract idea, and the agreement is within a calendar.
Place is an agreement between people  - every place has its own consciousness.

Therefore:
The centre point of time and place is where your consciousness is. 
Your consciousness is your viewpoint and your viewpoint is always based on a time and place.

tim
e

place

The centre of time and place 
is your viewpoint of reality.

Calendars and Consciousness



Started in 1582 by Pope Gregory

Based on the Sun and Earth relationship, and the Earth orbits around the Sun every 
365 ¼ days.

Our whole consciousness is focused on the one body going around another.

Our whole civilisation’s consciousness is focused on the physical and nothing else.

All business is run on this calendar.

The first year of the Gregorian Calendar was call the ‘1st Year Of Our Lord’, and this 
prefixed any year date. Now there is almost no spirituality left anymore. 

Therefore our whole calendar is about the physical.

The Gregorian Calendar



The Maya had as many as 18 calendars, but 3 have been 
the focus of modern Mayan Calendar researchers.  

Tzolkin Tzolkin 
>> 260 days. 260 days. 
>> called the ‘Count of Days’. called the ‘Count of Days’. 
>> was the personal or astrological calendarwas the personal or astrological calendar

first name of a person was the name of the day on the calendar.first name of a person was the name of the day on the calendar.
>> made up of:made up of:

13 Intentions of Creation (numbers) and 20 Aspects of Creation 13 Intentions of Creation (numbers) and 20 Aspects of Creation (day(day--signs) (13 x 20 = 260)signs) (13 x 20 = 260)

Tun Tun 
>> 360 days.360 days.
>> was the divine or prophetic calendar. was the divine or prophetic calendar. 

Haab 
> 365 ¼ days.
> Nothing was ever recorded using this calendar; it was only used for the collection of taxes and 
measuring the agricultural seasons, when to plant, harvest etc. 

The Mayan CalendarsThe Mayan Calendars



The Mayan Calendars The Mayan Calendars –– The Long CountThe Long Count

Long count started in 11 Aug 3114BC with the 
event of the Birth of Venus – this was the 
beginning of the fourth age, which ends after a 
13 Baktun cycle in 21st December 2012

Long count started in 11 Aug 3114BC with the 
event of the Birth of Venus – this was the 
beginning of the fourth age, which ends after a 
13 Baktun cycle in 21st December 2012

The Long Count is made up of the following cycles:

360 days = Tun

20 Tuns = Katun

20 Katuns = Baktun

13 Baktuns = 1 ‘Great Cycle’ of 1,872,000 days.

The Long Count is made up of the following cycles:

360 days = Tun

20 Tuns = Katun

20 Katuns = Baktun

13 Baktuns = 1 ‘Great Cycle’ of 1,872,000 days.



Tzolkin
260 days

Tun
360 days

The Tzolkin revolves and turns the Tun.
Therefore:

- The Tzolkin imparts its meaning to the Tun.

- Every 52 revolutions of the Tun every possible Aspect and Intention of 
creation has been experienced.

The Mayan CalendarsThe Mayan Calendars



16.4 billion years ago

1st

day
1st

night
2nd

day
2nd

night
3rd

day
3rd

night
4th

day
4th

night
5th

day
5th

night
6th

day
6th

night
7th

day

820 million years ago

41 million years ago

2 million years ago

102,000 years ago

3115 BC

1755 AD

5th Jan 1999

10th Feb 2011

28th Oct 2011

- Universal

- Galactic

- Planetary

- National

- Cultural

- Tribal

- Familial

- Mammalian

- Cellular
1.26
b/yrs

63
m/yrs

3.2
m/yrs

160
k/yrs

8000
yrs

400
yrs

20
yrs

360
days

20
days

13 Intentions of Creation

The Pyramid of Cycles of CreationThe Pyramid of Cycles of Creation



1st Cycle (Cellular)

2nd Cycle (Mammalian)

3rd Cycle (Familial)

4th Cycle (Tribal)

5th Cycle (Cultural)

6th Cycle (National)

7th Cycle (Planetary)

8th Cycle (Galactic)

9th Cycle (Universal)
Conscious

Co-creation

Ethics

Power

Law & Punishment

Reasoning

Similarity/Difference

Stimulus/Individual Response

Stimulus/Response

Action/Reaction

Conscious Evolution of Each CycleConscious Evolution of Each Cycle



1st day
Beginnings of 
consciousness

1st night
Activated 

consciousness

2nd day
Expansion of 

consciousness

2nd night
Reaction of 

Consciousness

3rd day
Anchoring of the 

truth

3rd night
Application of 

the truth

4th day
New foundations

4th night
Application of 

new foundations

5th day
Breakthrough in 
consciousness

5th night
Death of old 

consciousness

6th day
Renaissance of 
consciousness

6th night
Healing of 

consciousness

7th day
Contemplation

god of windgod of 
procreation

god of sunrise god of dance

god of water god of moon god of rain god of 
intoxication

god of fire god of death

god of flowers god of 
medicine

god of 
manifestation

The Days and Nights of the CyclesThe Days and Nights of the Cycles



Part 2



1st cycle
- 5th day – The Sun and Planet Earth formed in the solar system (the theory of a living Gaia would naturally 
begin here).
- 5th night – meteor bombardment.

2nd cycle
- 5th day – (315 million years ago day started) life moves out of the oceans on the land (biggest explosion of 
life in natural history).
- 5th night – 97% of life eradicated from the land.

3rd cycle
- 5th day – natural historians think true colour vision started.
- 5th night – unknown.

4th cycle
- 5th day – (800,000 years ago) fire was discovered (all over the world within about 2 thousand years peoples 
from different continents were discovering fire independently of each other).
- 5th night – (640,000 years ago) Ice age starts.

5th cycle
- 5th day – (40,000 years ago) man creates art (for the first time mankind thinks in abstracts.)
- 5th night – (32,000 years ago) Neanderthal Man goes extinct.

6th cycle
- 5th day – 40 AD Paul has a passion about Jesus Christ proclaiming people can talk straight to God and 
sanctified priest are no longer needed.
- 5th night – 411 AD Rome fell and the beginning of the end of the Roman Empire.

7th cycle
- 5th day – 1913 publication of E=MC2 (this is the blueprint of our reality) Hubble (1924) discovers we live in 
an infinite universe (in an infinite universe nothing is impossible).
- 5th night – 1932 Hitler rises to power and starts the process of events for WW2, 1st atomic bomb detonated.

The 5th Day and Night of each Cycle of CreationThe 5th Day and Night of each Cycle of CreationThe 5th Day and Night of each Cycle of Creation



1st Day
– Y2K (meaning everything can happen so be prepared) (Industrial Revolution 1755)

1st Night
– 9-11 (proving what was thought impossible happened) (1st May 1776 Illuminati started)

2nd Night
– French/Indian war, USA invades Afghanistan and Iraq

2nd Day
– display of polarity [patriot versus terrorist/good versus bad]

3rd Day
– massive out pouring of life: homo erectus and Neanderthal man appeared, foundations of Greece laid 
down, telegraph invented, Darwin published ‘Origin of Species’ (major truths come forward/out)

4th Day
– invention of the spine, 1st Olympic games, Homer writes the ‘Odyssey’, Telephone developed 
(developments of new systems)

4th Night
– end of Greek civilisation

5th Day
– animals move to land from the sea, colour vision develops, control of fire by hominid species, art 
invented, Jesus Christ appears and says that we are divine and can speak straight to God, E=MC2, radio 
transmissions started, Hubble discovered universe is infinite (new break throughs in consciousness)

5th Night
– WW2, atomic bombs, end of Japanese empire, European countries work to eradicate war in Europe 
(death of old consciousness) (Council of Nicea starts the Roman Catholic Church)

6th Day
– Renaissance period in Europe, King Arthur in England, golden age of Mayan and Anasazi civilisations

Examples of Evolutions Through the CyclesExamples of Evolutions Through the Cycles



1st Day – 1776 gold back continental currency

1st Night – 1772 British and Dutch economies collapse

2nd Night – 1819 British and US economic collapses

2nd Day – 1794 US mint established and issue gold and silver backed currency

3rd Day – general well being and economic improvements globally

4th Day – US government mints new coins (investment from Europe in rail roads)

4th Night – 1893 US depression, 1903 French and India economic failings

5th Day – 1913 US Federal Reserve started (great conscious opening for the 
money/power brokers)

5th Night – 1931-33 Great Depression

6th Day – US pledges to world to pay every nations’ debt in gold involved in WW2 
(US went off gold standard in 1973) 

3rd Night – 1857 US and Europe economic collapses, 1876 German economic 
collapse

6th Night – 1973 US went off gold standard and pulled back agreement. US pays 
only in Federal Reserve notes, 1973 runaway inflation and oil companies value 
rose by 10%

7th Day – 1992 technology bubble in the stock market

World Economy During the Planetary CycleWorld Economy During the Planetary Cycle



1st Day – seeds of consciousness planted

1st Night – consciousness is activated

2nd Night – old and new consciousness collide

2nd Day – polarity displayed

3rd Day – truth rolls out

4th Day – new foundations of human relations

4th Night – ethical procedures implemented

5th Day – we meet our galactic neighbours

5th Night – end of manufactured lack

6th Day – consciousness surpasses technology

3rd Night – adjustments to the truth

6th Night – bliss, we need the practice

7th Day – we evolve to conscious co-creation of existence and experience

The Days and Nights of the Galactic ConsciousnessThe Days and Nights of the Galactic Consciousness



When Do We Reach The End When Do We Reach The End -- 2011 or 2012?2011 or 2012?

EVOLUTION IS NOT ABOUT DATES – IT IS ABOUT CONSCIOUSNESS 

This concept is backed up by so many other researchers, scientists, humanitarians and peoples 
from around the world who have no idea about 2011 or 2012, yet they all recognise that people 
and their consciousness is changing. There is a global, synchronistic and powerful shift sweeping 
through people and they are opening up to the possibilities of change, in bigger, more 
pronounced, faster ways than ever before. The Light Workers are coming out. The men of power 
are no longer hiding in the shadows. Nature is changing and so are we.

The important bit is about our ‘oneness’:

>The four parts making the whole, 
>four races of man as a single species, (red, white, black and yellow) 
>four types of people as an individual (young, old, female and male) 
>four forces making the one (electromagnetic, gravitational, strong and 
weak nuclear forces), 
>four direction making the centre (east, west, north and south)



Part 3



There are good and bad things to knowledge and power:

Good things
-there are more changes in time = there are more possibilities that can occur = more 
outcomes there are.

Bad things
-Stress - The minds inability to deal with the stresses of change results in psychological 
damage.

Knowledge is PowerKnowledge is Power
According to the Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary:
knowledge:
1) understanding of or information possessed about a subject
2) awareness.

power (CONTROL)  
1) ability to control people and events.

power (STRENGTH) 
strength

Intelligence and Wisdom: intelligence is knowing what rain is, wisdom is knowing 
how to use an umbrella.



tim
e

place
personal

intentdivi
ne

plan

Maya had a 3rd orientation to their existence called Personal IntentMaya had a 3rd orientation to their existence called Personal Intent

This Mayan symbol is called: Eight Division Sky PlaceThis Mayan symbol is called: Eight Division Sky Place

Conscious is orientated by time, place, your own personal intent for being there at that time and your 
intuition that you were tied up in something much bigger than yourself.

Knowledge is PowerKnowledge is Power

And a 4th orientation called Divine PlanAnd a 4th orientation called Divine Plan



In the past:
goodbad

indifferent

goal Less things happening and options 
to take to get to your goal. 

In the present:
More things happening and more 
options to take to get to your goal.

Time to get to your goal is reduced.
goal

In the future: goal
Even more possibilities and more will 
become available with every moment 
and the acceleration of development 
constantly increases.

At the end of the calendar absolutely everything happens/all exists at the same time with no limit on time. 

The only limit is imagination by which time imagination is as infinite as the universe.

The Options of Past, Present and FutureThe Options of Past, Present and Future



The Last DaysThe Last Days

The Mayans called the last part of the calendar (the last 13 year period to 2012 end of the long count) the 
Age of Revealing (when the mask comes down). The bible reiterates this in the story of the apocalypse 
(revelation = revealing) (apocalypse means covering in Greek)

The Coming Together of Modern Science and 
Ancient Wisdom and Mysticism
The Coming Together of Modern Science and 
Ancient Wisdom and Mysticism

As Above So BelowAs Above So Below

Connections between the microcosm and the macrocosm (psyche and the world)
Dr George W Crille of the Cleveland Laboratories announced that he had discovered at the heart of every 
living organism a tiny molecule of energy, all aglow, with temperatures  ranging from 3000 to 6000 
degrees of heat, which he called “radiogens” or “heat points” precisely akin to the radiant energy of solar 
matter. He affirmed, that a tiny particle of the sun’s power and radiance was lodged within the heart of 
every organic unit.



Deepak Chopra goes further: Photons come out of nowhere, they cannot be stored, they 
can barely be pinned down in time, and they have no home in space whatsoever. That is 
light occupies no volume and has no mass. The similarity between a thought and a photon 
is very deep. Both are born in the region beyond space and time where nature controls all 
processes in that void which is full of creative intelligence.

The Coming Together of Modern Science and 
Ancient Wisdom and Mysticism
The Coming Together of Modern Science and 
Ancient Wisdom and Mysticism

In the early 1980’s thanks to the development of a sophisticated measurement device, a 
team of scientists demonstrated that the cells of all living beings emit photons at a rate of 
up to approximately 100 units per second and per square centimetre of surface area. They 
also showed that DNA was the source of this photon emission.



The Mayan Calendar is the only calendar known to be based on Galactic Cycles. The 
Mayans claimed they created this calendar in order to monitor the light coming from the 
centre of the galaxy and how it affected our DNA. 
We now know through the work of Fritz Popp that DNA not only absorbs lights but also 
emits light. DNA also appears to be the bridge between our physical and etheric bodies. 

The Coming Together of Modern Science and 
Ancient Wisdom and Mysticism
The Coming Together of Modern Science and 
Ancient Wisdom and Mysticism

There is a harmonic relationship between the Earth and our mind/body. Earth’s low 
frequency isoelectric field, the magnetic field of the Earth and the electrostatic field that 
emerges from our bodies are closely interwoven. Our internal rhythms, affecting our 
balance REM patterns and mental focus.

For epochs, Schumann’s resonance have provided the orchestrating pulse for the life on 
this planet – our planetary heartbeat, which sets the tempo for health and well-being.
Liquid crystals (DNA, brain ventricles and cellular structures) in the human body may 
operate as antenna for the detecting decoding such global and local ELF signals. 



The Age of Revealing is a return to selfhood, devoid of all thaThe Age of Revealing is a return to selfhood, devoid of all that is false and of denial. Even t is false and of denial. Even 
the church has been saying this for thousands of years: the church has been saying this for thousands of years: 

Origin ( the Church Fathers 3Origin ( the Church Fathers 3rdrd century AD) “You yourself are even another little world century AD) “You yourself are even another little world 
and within you the sun and the moon and the stars.”and within you the sun and the moon and the stars.”

Corinthians: “You are the temple of God. For the temple of God iCorinthians: “You are the temple of God. For the temple of God is holy, which temple you s holy, which temple you 
are.”are.”

Acts: “The most high dwells not in temples made with hands.”Acts: “The most high dwells not in temples made with hands.”

Gospel of John: “The works I do, you do, and greater.”Gospel of John: “The works I do, you do, and greater.”

Gospel of Thomas: “When you know yourselves, then you will be knGospel of Thomas: “When you know yourselves, then you will be known, and you will own, and you will 
know that you are the sons of the living Father. But if you do nknow that you are the sons of the living Father. But if you do not know yourselves then you ot know yourselves then you 
are in poverty, and you are poverty.”are in poverty, and you are poverty.”

The The VedicsVedics say “Self realisation is before god realisation.”say “Self realisation is before god realisation.”

The Oracle of Delphi said “Know thyself!”The Oracle of Delphi said “Know thyself!”

Age of Revealing and the Church FathersAge of Revealing and the Church Fathers



The return to the Self is The return to the Self is 
the end of all dependency the end of all dependency 
(of all kinds), the ego must (of all kinds), the ego must 
go along with the trappings go along with the trappings 
and status artefacts of life.and status artefacts of life.

The Return To The SelfThe Return To The Self

Nietzsche said: “The individual has always had to struggle to kNietzsche said: “The individual has always had to struggle to keep from being eep from being 
overwhelmed by the tribe. If you try it, you will often be loneloverwhelmed by the tribe. If you try it, you will often be lonely, and sometimes y, and sometimes 
frightened. But no price is too high for the privilege of owningfrightened. But no price is too high for the privilege of owning yourself.”yourself.”



The Calendar and Synchronicity with the Stars

November 2006 – Pluto alignment with the galactic centre
(the roach cleaner) 5th day (this planet shows the lies for what they are. It rules what is 
hidden. It exposes the truth for what it is. A time of awakening and cleaning.) Now people 
need to be prepared for the psychic/psychological change in people (do not be afraid of the 
darkness).

Age of Aquarius in 2012 
The birth of Aquarius was birthed in 1999. Each age lasts approximately 2100 years. Jesus 
said that when his age was up to look for the water bearer and follow him to his 
house…meaning house of Aquarius in the Zodiac. At the end of every astrological age there 
is tremendous upheaval in the world. Pisces is also the end of the Zodiac, the 12th house of 
the Zodiac.

Entering the galactic plane
happens every 26000 years. It is a time for 2000 years and we will suffer the effects of the 
increased light, energy, vibration from the centre of the Milky Way, which could lead to 
cataclysmic changes, a sweeping away of the cobwebs, a new golden age, new species 
development, a time of great learning and conscious expansion.



The Calendar and Synchronicity with the 
Stars

Sun and Earth changes
The sun now has a balanced magnetic field – its poles and equators have the same 
strength. Likewise, the earth magnetic fields are shifting and exhibiting signs that 
precede a magnetic pole shift which will bring about cataclysmic change.

22,12,2012 Venus sets and the Pleiades rise
Venus rising in 8th August 3114 BC (start of the Long Count & Cycle of Law) signified 
the start of the Forth Age (the current age of the earth). Orion will rise again on the 
horizon on the same date (Orion, along with Sirius, the Egyptians had great interest in)



Time and Its ChangesTime and Its Changes

• Terence McKenna – Timewave Zero
– theory says that time is split between ‘novel’ and ‘mundane’ time events.
– time gets more ‘novel’ as it proceeds until everything becomes novel.
– A complex computer analysis of the I Ching revealed a hierarchy of 26 timewaves, (each one 64 

times larger than the one below), which govern the unfolding of events in the universe. 
– mathematical calculations ended the timewave 21,12,2012 for constant novel time (novel 

instead of mundane time) and this is end of the fifth world, end of the Mayan long count 
calendar. 

• David Sereda - Time waves are emitted by the brain
– in lower state of brain wave activity (theta and epsilon), time passes incredibly quickly and it 

slows down. Huge amounts of time pass quickly. 

• Greg Braden - Schumann resonance speeding up
– Schumann resonance is the energetic pulse of the earth which happens at the frequency of (7.4 

Hz/sec). 
– All life on the planet measures the passage of time by it and interestingly our brains operate at 

a frequency of 7.4Hz. 
– This pulse has been measured to be speeding up an as it gets faster we perceive time to be 

getting faster.



What to look forward toWhat to look forward to

•• Expanded consciousnessExpanded consciousness

•• Indigo/crystal childrenIndigo/crystal children

•• The return of the Christ/The return of the Christ/QuetzalcoatlQuetzalcoatl

•• Increasing onenessIncreasing oneness

•• Realisation that nothing real existsRealisation that nothing real exists

•• We control our DNAWe control our DNA

•• Manifestation of our desiresManifestation of our desires..

•• Peace and blissPeace and bliss..

•• Rediscovery of Knowledge Rediscovery of Knowledge -- Understanding geometry and symbology Understanding geometry and symbology 

•• Science, Quantum Physics and the UniverseScience, Quantum Physics and the Universe

•• A redefinition of who we areA redefinition of who we are

•• We are beginning to become aware of our conscious coWe are beginning to become aware of our conscious co--creationcreation



If there is any fear or doubt - that is not your 
intuition.

Intuition is knowing.

There is no fear, Only certainty.

You know what to do without thinking.

If there is any fear or doubt - that is not your 
intuition.

Intuition is knowing.

There is no fear, Only certainty.

You know what to do without thinking.

Fear and Intuition for the FutureFear and Intuition for the Future
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